Subdural haematoma mimics.
A subdural haematoma (SDH) is a frequently encountered pathology seen on an emergency room computed tomography (CT) head scan. An extra-axial crescentic density along the convexity of the brain or within the interhemispheric fissure is generally thought to represent a SDH; however, SDH mimics are known to occur in nature, and can be broadly classified under the subcategories of normal anatomy, artefacts, tumour, inflammation, infection, ischaemia, trauma, and iatrogenic. Understanding the typical characteristics of a SDH, knowledge of normal anatomy, close inspection of the morphology of the subdural process, changes to the adjacent structures, and rigorous attention to clinical details may reveal subtle clues that distinguish a true SDH from a mimic. This is crucial in appropriately directing clinical management. This review amalgamates most of the rare subdural processes that have been reported to mimic SDH, and discusses the imaging and clinical features that help to differentiate between them. This topic is highly valuable for radiology trainees, general radiologists, and emergency room physicians, and may serve as a refresher for the practising neuroradiologist.